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Welcome to the new millennium, this time for real.

It's here, the promised Aquarian age of 1000 years of peace. When the "New
Age" movement started gaining momentum in the 1970s and 1980s, apart
from teaching us to eat healthily and about the healing powers of natural
medicine, I personally was very interested in hearing about our future new
millennium. Peace was the promise, a better life for all, and I for one, wanted
that.

This past year, a trial run for what's to come, technology ruled, but that too
seemed to settle down towards the end of the year, with dot coms and
computer sales slowing down. Once, flashy cars and expensive personal
items were proof you had it made. New elements of focus have begun to peek
through. Being satisfied with your life. Feeling in control of your health and
life's goals, and having a good marriage or partnership now lead the way.

So, what takes you from the material world to the world of personal growth?
Well, it's not necessary to go to a workshop to find the way; just trying new
directions can help. Being optimistic, tuning into a higher power, the one
God of us all. How about buying less? Focusing on getting what you really
want for your money and not settling for too much junk stuff along the way.

It's not news to anyone that we live in a "buy me" world. We all need to be
responsible for creating such a world. Saying "no more" or "just less" is hard
to do, but in the long run, it's what the Earth needs to last.

Some people are regaining the lost art of writing words which are written by
hands, not processed. Pokemon games are out and Harry Potter, the little boy
wizard, very much in.

But for me, most of all, it's "Peace on Earth" that I want. One planet in our
care, irreplaceable, with respect for all. I pledge my allegiance to the Earth,
welcome home. The delicate balance of living in wealthy California. Free
people in a free nation. All eyes are on us. To balance our amazing
technological advancements with the simple life. I do believe in this
millennium, with its new ways of thinking and living will lead the way.
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